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1.

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

1.1

Introduction

•

Market Research Scotland Ltd. were commissioned to undertake a research survey to
evaluate a pilot project regarding the promotion/sale of fruit in nursery schools and prefive units.

•

The objectives of the pilot project are:

To make fruit available for sale to par ents in nursery schools as snacking items for
their children
To involve local community food initiative s in the provision of the fruit
To monitor sales over the trial period
To assess the attitudes of parents to the scheme
To ascertain if the project can be sustained after the financial support of the Health
Promotion Department has been withdrawn

•

The fruit is provided free of charge to a number of nurseries /units by the Health
Promotion Department. This is delivered to the nursery/unit once a week, with the type
and quantity of fruit being arranged between the nursery and the local supplier (identified
by the Health Promotion Department). The money accrued from the sale of fruit is kept
by the nursery, with a view to continuing the project after the trial period on a selffunding basis.

•

The pilot project is currently underway in Castlemilk (5 nurseries), Milton (3 nurseries),
Pollok (3 nurseries) and Clydebank (7 nurseries).

Market Research Scotland Ltd
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Objectives

1.2

•

The main aims of the research were:

1. To further investigate and verify results obtained from prev10us research conducted
internally by the Health Promotion Department.

2. To establish the degree of support from parents and staff for the continuation of the
project, based on their experience to date.

3. To determine how parents and staff feel the project could be continued in the long term.

•

More specific objectives included:

To ascertain views of parents regarding:

Concept of scheme
Method of operation
Advantages to them
Effect on family's eating habits
Desire for scheme to continue

To ascertain views of staff regarding:

Concept of scheme
Method of operation
Involvement of parents
Effect on stajjlparent interaction
Increased workload
Desire for scheme to continue

Ma rket Researc h Scot land Ltd
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To ascertain views of staff and parents regarding future participation in relation to:

Ownership of scheme (staff, parent, joint)
Responsibility for financial aspect
Responsibility for ordering
Responsibility for selling
Pricing strategy
Any prob lems anticipated

Market Research Scotland Ltd
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2.

•

METHODOLOGY

A qualitative approach was adopted in order to consider overall attitudes and perceptions
in sufficient depth.

2.1

•

Parents

One group discussion in each of the 4 pilot areas was conducted with parents. A selection
of parents from each nursery in each area were recruited for the group, allowing for a
greater understanding and insight into the project as a whole by including each nursery in
the research.

•

For recruitment of the parents, each nursery distributed a letter to parents, explaining the
background to the research, and inviting them to contact Market Research Scotland by
telephone, should they wish to take part in the group discussion for their area.

•

Each group discussion lasted approximately one and a half hours, and allowed for
interaction and free discussion. All groups were moderated by an Executive, following a
topic guide designed by Market Research Scotland Ltd, with input, comment and
approval from the Health Promotion Department.

Ma rket Research Sco tland Ltd
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2.2

•

Staff

A total of 16 Executive in-depth interviews were conducted (predominantly with Head
Teachers).

One interview remained outstanding at time of reporting, due to the

respondent being unavailable during Easter break. These allowed for the opinions and
attitudes ofrepresentatives of each nursery to be gathered.

•

All staff respondents were identified by the Health Promotion Department, with all
receiving a letter from GGHB providing further information about the research.

•

This was followed by a Market Research Scotland Executive telephoning the Head
Teacher , with a view to arranging an appointment for a face to face interview.

Each

depth interview lasted approximately 30 minutes. All interviewing was conducted in the
respondent's place of work.

•

A topic guide was designed by Market Research Scotland Ltd, with input, comment and
approval from the Health Promotion Department.

•

The analysis of data gathered was carried out by an Executive who had overall
responsibility for reporting and interviewing.

Market Research Scot land Ltd
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3.

•

RESEARCH FINDINGS - PARENTS

This section of the report considers the findings from the research carried out with parents
and draws attention to any differences in opinions where appropriate or apparent.

General Fruit Purchasing Habits

3.1

•

The purchase of fresh fruit (from any outlet) varied between respondents, from once a
week to sometimes three times a week or more, depending on their shopping behaviour.

•

The majority of parents indicated that their children were eating fruit on a daily basis,
with a smaller proportion stating that this was the case even prior to the introduction of
the pilot scheme.

•

Fruits consumed most often by the children included: bananas, apples, tangerines and
grapes. Melons were also considered popular, but to a lesser extent.

"Eve,yday, my kids are really keen on fruit"

Market Res earch Scotland Ltd
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3.2

Attitudes Towards/Concept of the Scheme

3.2.1

Perceived Aims

•

Respondents were asked what they considered the aims of the fruit scheme to be.

•

All perceived that the main aim of the scheme was to encourage healthy eating amongst
children at a young age. In the main, respondents believed this aim to be appropriate,
especially in terms of benefiting their children's health in the longer term.

•

One respondent believed that the main aim of the project was "to make money" .

"Healthy Eating. It's a long term thing, you have to get them used to.fruit while they are
young"

"To encourage kids to eat healthily at a young age"

"To try and stop them (parents) from buying sweets"

"ft will work if the pare nts work with it"

3 .2.2

•

Roles and Respon sibilities

There was little awareness amongst parents as to who was responsible for introducing and
developing the scheme.

•

A small proportion believed that "the Health Board " or "the Council" was behin d the
scheme, however, a high level of uncertainty was apparent.

•

A number of respondents believed the staff s role was to encourage healthy eating at a
young age. However, there was the perception that staff involvement was minimal within
those nurseries where the parents actually sell the fruit.

Market Rese arc h Scot land Ltd
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•

There was high recognition and belief amongst parents that they were responsible for
their childrens' health, especially at a young age. In relation to the scheme, a number of
paren ts were actually respon sible for selling the fruit, with a smaller proportion also
washing , cutting and bagging the fruit. It was thought essential that parents should be
involved closely with the scheme, especially from the outset.

•

Respondents found it difficult to comment on the roles and responsibilities of GGHB with
regards to the scheme , as many were unaware of their involvement. However, the general
perception was that GGHB may benefit from the scheme in the longer term, especially if
children become healthier at a young age.

•

A very small number of respondents in Clydebank were aware of involvement from their
local supplier (the Clydebank Co-op). However, the vast majority were unaware of any
involvement from other local organisations.

"To keep the kids healthy " (staff role)

"The staff take little to do with it" (where parent s sell)

"You need parents to sell the ji·uit, but not all parents do "

"Parents have a big re~ponsibility because kids are too young to know any better"
"They' ll (GGHB) have less expense in the long run if kids are healthier"

Market Rese arch Scot land Ltd
GGI-1B
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3.2.3

•

Perceived Value and Worth

All of the respond ents felt that the scheme was very worthwh ile to the children , especia lly
in terms of encoura ging healthy eating.

•

The general consensus was that the childr en are now ' prompting ' thei r parents into
purchasing the fruit from the nurs ery, and are disappoint ed on those days when the fruit is
not on sale. As such , the suggestion was made to have the fruit available more often .

•

The main benefit for parents was in terms of convenience. Many parents commented that
the fruit within the nursery was not only cheaper than local outlets , but fresher. Other
advantages included the accessibility of the fruit , and the knowledge that their children
were eating more healthily.

•

A number of parents found it difficult to comment on the value/worth of the scheme to
staff. Other than seeing children eat more healthily , the general impression was that the
scheme is simply adding to the staffs workload.

"Worthwhile, they (children) are the ones that benefit.from it "

"The kids love the fruit. They moaned when it wasn 't there"

"It makes l(fe a wee bit easier going home" (parents)

"It's quite cheap"

"Less hassle than going to the shops"

Mark et Resea rch Sco tland Ltd
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3.3

Fruit Within the Nursery

3.3.1

Selection & Quality of Fruit

•

Perceptions of the selection of fruit available varied between nurseries , with the general
fee ling being that selectio n could be improved in a num ber of nurseries.

•

The quali ty of the fruit was tho ught to be very good.

However, the belief amongst

parents in the Castlemi lk area was that the quality was better prior to Christma s, when the
fruit was supplied by the Castlemilk Co-op.

"You don't always get what the kids want"

"Before Christmas it (quality) was good, but now it 's really bad"

3.3 .2

•

Suppli er

In general, there was little aware ness amon gst respondent s as to who actually supplies the
fruit.

•

Only a small number of parents in Pollok spontaneousl y mentioned the Govan Food
Initiative , with a small number in Clydebank being aware of the Co-op.

•

Overall , the supplier was of little interest to parents , with their only conc ern being one of
high quality.

"It doesn 't matter, as long as it 'sfi ·esh "

Market Research Scot land Ltd
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3.3.3

•

Times Fruit on Sale

The times at which the fruit is on sale varied between nurseries, from one day a week to
all week, depending on fruit availability.

•

Many would like the fruit to be on sale more often, as this would irradicate problems
associated with fruit being "sold out".

''I'd like it to be sold more often "

3.3.4

•

Main Advant ages of Scheme

Respondents perceived the main advantage of the scheme was in terms of educating their
children to eat more healthily.

•

Several respondents commented that their children are now eating more fruit than ever
before.

•

Other advantages included the benefits to healthy teeth, and the savmgs made
comparison to buying sweets.

"Healthier teeth "

"Healthier children"

"It saves yo u money"

Market Research Scotland Ltd
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3.3.5

•

Main Disadvantages of Scheme

The need for more parental involvement was considered to be a strong disadvantage,
together with the times at which the fruit is on sale.

•

The general belief was that parents could have more involvement not only in selling, but
also in ordering the fruit. However, there was some recognition that it is difficult to
encourage and sustain parental help , with the same parents tending to help out time and
time again.

•

Another weakness in a number of nurseries , was the congestion surrounding the area in
which the fruit is on sale. For example, many nurseries sell the fruit at the entrance/exit
to the nursery (in order to try and promote more sales) , which results in the doorway
becoming too over crowded.

Again , however, there was some recognition that space

within the nurseries is limited.

•

It was also felt that the scheme could be better organised in a number of nurseries.

"The time and the amount of time it 's being sold "

"It's the same parents who sell the fru it"

"f t would work better if there was more space and more parents"

" f t 's not organised prop erly "

Market Research Scotland Ltd
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3.4

Working Relationships & Involvement of Parents

3.4.1

Involvement of Parents to Date

•

Many of the parents are already involved in selling the fruit.

However, the general

consensus was that it tends to be the same parents who are selling and helping out.

•

A number of respondents believed that many nursenes could involve parents more,
however, they do recognise that this can be difficult to organise and sustain.

"They should ask the parents what to order, instead ofjust ordering things by themselves "

"Parents could wash the fruit"

"Most parents don't bother with the nursery, they just put their kids in and leave"

3.4.2

•

How Were Parents Informed About Scheme

In the main, parents were informed about the scheme by the Head Teacher within their
nursery.

•

A number of nurseries included details of the scheme in their newsletter.

•

The depth of backing and information provision differed between the nurseries , with the
level of promotion being relatively low in a small number of nurseries .

"Parents were told individually, and asked if they would help"

"They (the nursery) had posters and leaflets"
"We had an initial letter to ask if we wanted fruit, but ajier that there was nothing "

Market Research Scot land Ltd
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3.5

Ownership of Scheme

3.5. 1 Lead Role

•

In the main , the general belief was that the Head Teacher in each nurser y had the lead
role. Howe ver, in a small minorit y of cases , parents believed they had the lead role.

3.5.2

Responsibility for Finance, Ordering & Selling

•

Financial responsibi lity should lie with a staff member within each individual nurser y.

•

For order ing , respondents considered it important to have parental input. In many cases ,
it is the paren ts who are actuall y selling the fruit , therefore , they have better
understan ding and knowledge of demand .

•

Respondents felt that parents should be responsible for selling the fruit, preferabl y on a
rota system , with input from stuff.

"Parents shou ld order, because they sell it. They know what goes quicker, therefore, they
should order it"

3.5.3

•

Facto rs Which Would Affect Level of Support

Leve l of support from parents would be affect ed by a sharp mcrease m pnc e, or a
decreas e in the qualit y of the fruit.

•

Prices would have to remain competitive in compa rison with pric es in local shops.

"{/frui t pr ices increased "

"Jf the quality was reduced"

Mark et Rese arch Scot land Ltd
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3.6

Charges

3.6.1

Financial Backing

•

There was no awareness amongst respondents as to how the project was being financed.

•

Many respondents believe that the project could be successful on a self-funding basis, but
found it difficult to offer any suggestions as to how this could be achieved.

•

Suggestions which were offered to help self-funding included:

a. Sponsorship by local supermarkets who could benefit from good PR m the local
community.
b. Fundraising within nursery.
c. To have fruit collected e.g. by parents.

•

The general consensus was that financial aspects would reqmre more thought and
organisation at the end of the second phase .

"Maybe it's being subsidised by whoever is doing it?"

"We could have f undrais ing within the nursery"

"It would need to be organised"

Mark et Resea rch Scotland Ltd
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3.6.2

•

Cost Per Item

The price of fruit varied between nurseries , with many having increased the price to 15p
per item.

•

Parents believe the price of the fruit to be good value, especially in comparison with local
outlets and the price of sweets.

•

A number of nurseries used their own judgement in deciding what price to sell the fruit at.
For example, many combine two or three smaller fruits for 12p.

•

Many parents were quite concerned by the fact that price was not consistent amongst
nurseries, questioning why .

•

There was some reluctance among st responde nts to indicate the price at which the cost of
the fruit wou ld be considered too much. The main reason for this, was the fear that the
price would be increased to that level.

•

In general, parents would be prepa red to pay between 15p and 20p, depending on the
season and the prices in local shops .

"12p is OK but it dep ends on the frui t and the season"

"Aft er J5p, it would be too much "

"Things like this shoul d be kep t at a low level, because it is healthy"

Market Research Scot land Ltd
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Improvements to the Project

3.7

•

A number of improveme nts were offered by the parents.

•

Better promotion of the scheme was consid ered necessar y, m order to attract more
parental help.

•

The suggestion was made by a few respondents to have a similar scheme selling
vegetables.

However , many felt that this would only require more staff time and

organisation .

•

The layout and presentation of the fruit could be improved in a number of nurseries , in
order to reduce congestion.

•

Another possible improvement would be to introduce a "fruit of the week" promotion,
possibly rum1ing in parallel with an educational ' fruit proj ect' within the nursery.

•

It was also suggested by a number of respondents to introduce a similar scheme into

primary schoo ls, as many are concerned that their child will "loose out" when they go to
school.

•

Finally, without support and backing from the staff, the general belief was that the
scheme would not be successful in the future.

"More parent s to become involved"

"It would be good if the fruit stand layou t was better "

"It would be a good idea for pri mmy schools to become involved "

Mark et Rese arch Scot land Ltd

GGHB
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4.

RESEEARCH FINDINGS - STAFF

•

This section of the report considers the findings from the research carried out with
members of staff.

4.1

Involvement With Project

4.1.1

Involvement to Date

•

At the outset , the Head Teacher was responsible for informing parents about the scheme,
and promoting it within the nursery.

•

The majority of respondents perceived their role as being 'supervisory' over the parents
who sell, and other staff members involved in the scheme (such as Janitors, Secretaries
and other clerical staff) .

•

Very few Head Teachers were actually involved in selling or washing the fruit, due to
other responsibilities and time constraints.

•

The vast majority of Head Teachers would like more parents to become involved in the
scheme , as their involvement was considered as being crucial to the success of the
project.

Without parenta l contribution, the scheme would falter (despite the level of

support from staff) .

"It's OK to do it, but it would be nicer if volunteers would sell the fruit"

"I try my best to get parents involved "

"We are now tl'ying to get parents to help sell the fruit "

"Jfwe didn 't have the parents help, the nursery wouldn 't be able to do it "

Mark et Researc h Scot land Ltd
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4.1.2

•
)

Time & Resources Given to Scheme

The time and resources given to the scheme varied between the nurseries, and was very
much dependent on the times at which the fruit was on sale, together with the Head
Teacher's involvement.

•

The washing, cutting and bagging of the fruit tended to be the most time consuming
factors for the staff member responsible .

•

A number of the Head Teachers commented on their reluctance to have parents
undertaki ng this partic ular role, due to complications associated with insurance within the
kitchen area. As such, they believed that a staff member had to be responsible for this
particular exercise.

•

To date, most respondents felt that the time and resources which they had given to the
project was acceptab le. However, the current situation could become problematic if a
member of staff or parent was to be off ill, or on holiday.

"f t 's OK, due to willingness of others to help out"

Market Researc h Scot land Ltd
GG I-IB
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4.2

Attitudes Towards /Concept of the Scheme

4.2.1

Perce ived Aims

•

All of the staff members perceived the main aim of the project to be the encouragement
and education of healthy eating amongst children.

a

The introduction of new fruits and the encouragement of health y teeth were also belie ved
to be additional project aims .

"To promo te healthy eating within children "

"To introdu ce kids to fruit they may not be used to "

4.2.2

•

Roles and Responsibilities

Responde nts felt that their main responsibility was to encourage healthy eating amongst
parents and children, by promoting the scheme within the nursery.

•

In a small num ber of cases, the staff are also responsible for actually selling the fruit, or
prepar ing the fruit for sale.

o

Pare nts were thought to be responsibl e for developing a more healthy diet for their
children, as well as being involved in selling the fruit.

•

The Health Promotion Departm ent were considered to be ' facilitators' , offering advice if
needed. The general consensu s was that without their help, the proj ect would never have
got off the ground , nor would it have been successful.

Mark et Resea rch Scotl and Ltd
GGHB
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•

It was also the responsibility

of the Health Promotion Department to provide any

promotional material , and to help improve diet and health in general.

"The staff clean and cut the fruit for insurance purposes"

"A supportive role - they (GGHB) organise supplies etc"

"The Health Promotion Departm ent helped with the original organisation. They have also
provided us with some promotional things "

4.2.3

•

Perceived Value and Worth

The scheme was thought to be of great value to the children in all of the pilot areas ,
encouraging the children to eat fruit at an early age.

•

The project has helped to introduce the children to many 'new ' and ' different ' fruits ( e.g.
Kiwi fruit) , and has enabled the children to develop many other skills , such as handling
money , queuing and enhancing language skills.

•

Staff believe that the scheme also offers a number of benefits to the parents. The project
was seen as being convenient to the parents, making the fruit much more accessible and
cost effective.

•

The education of parents in healthy eating, together with the opportunity for social skills
to be developed ( e.g. when buying/selling) were also perceived by members of staff as
being of value to the parents .

•

However, a number of respondents commented that regardless of promotion, there will
always be parents who never buy the fruit.

Market Research Scot land Ltd
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•

Staff members were encouraged to see the scheme working and did gain some enjoyment
from seeing the children eating the fruit.

"It has opened up their eyes (the children) to different types of snacks"

"They 're very enthusiastic!" (the children)

"Parents feel they 're doing something worthwhile by buying the fruit"

"ft

's cheaper"

"Because the fruit is accessible, it is now easier for them (the parents) to get the healthy
option"

"Staff are always keen to see projects like this"

Ma rket Resear ch Scotland Ltd

GGHB
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4.3

Working Relationships & Involvement of Parents

4.3 .1

Involvement of Parents

•

To date, a numb er of parents are already involved in the scheme, predominantly selling .

•

All staff respondents would like to have more parental involvement, as this was seen as
being crucial to the success of the scheme. Parental contribution was however, difficult
to sustain , with many parents offering their help and then pulling out.

"If we could manage to get a wee bit more parenta l involvement, then we 'd be delighted "

4.3 .2

•

Interaction Between HPD/Nursery /Supplier

On the whole , responden ts felt that the interaction between the Health Promotion
Department , the nursery and the supplier had worked well.

•

Respondents particularly liked the idea of being contacted by the supplier for their order,
as this preve nted them from having to remember.

•

Within the Clydebank area, all ordering is done through one central nursery (Edinbarnet) .
This method works well, as only one order is received by the supplier, thus easing a
numb er of administrat ion problems.

•

It was generally felt that the small number of meetings which had been organised
between the tlu·ee parties were beneficial, allowing for any questions to be raised.

Mark et Resea rch Scotland Ltd
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•

Each party involved has worked well as a group, with the scheme allowing for a general
understanding of others roles.

"ft all ran quite smoothly"

"Never had any problems"

"The Health Promotion Department have visited the nursery and phoned to check how it was
going"

Market Research Scotland Ltd

GGHB
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4.4

Ownership of Scheme

4.4.1

Lead Role

•

In the main , a member of staff was seen as holdin g the ' lead ' role within each nursery.

4.4.2

•

Responsibility for Finance, Ordering and Selling

In the majority of cases, the Head Teacher was responsible for dealing with the money
accrued from the sale.

•

For ordering purposes , some input from parents would be advantageous , as in many cases
they are responsible for selling, and therefore, have an added insight into what fruits are
popular.

•

The general perception was that responsibility for selling should lie with the parents , as
staff members simply do not have time.

"Parents should be involved in ordering and selling "

4.4.3

•

Support from Health Promotion Department

Support from the Health Promotion Department was viewed as being of maJor
importance , even after funding is withdrawn.
circumstances

surrounding

Health Promotion

Some uncertainty did arise as to the
support after financial

backing

is

withdrawn.

•

The general perception was that without financial support at the outset from the Health
Promotion Department , the project would never have been viable, nor successful.

"It's ve,y inzportant. It gives us access to things "
"They are always at the end of the phone "

Market Research Scot land Ltd
GGHB
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4.4.4

•

Factors Which Would Affect Level of Support

There were a number of factors which could affect the level of support for the scheme in
the future.

•

On the whole , there would be some concern if the amount of staff time taken up by the
scheme became too much.

•

A decrea se in the quality of the fruit, or an increase in delivery costs would also affect
staff mem ber's level of support.

•

In a small number of cases, support may also be affected by problems associated with
available space and accommodation.

•

The vast majority of Head Teachers would like the scheme to continue in the future .
However, many are intent on assessing the situation in time i.e. when all financial
backing is finally removed.

"Ifparents

weren't buying the ji-uit and it was going to waste"

"{f it takes up too much staff time"

"If the quality of .fruit wasn't

as goo d as it should be"

"Time"

Ma rket Researc h Scot land Ltd
GGl -18
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4.5

Fruit Within the Nursery

4.5.1

Selection and Quality of Fruit

•

The decision on selection lies with each nursery , and as such, respondents have control
over which fruits to order.

•

A number of nurseries have decided not to order what they term as "messy fruits", due to
the time taken for cleaning and bagging (e.g. grapes and melons).

•

In the main, respondents were more than pleased with the quality of the fruit to date.
However, similar to parents, staff members in Castlemilk commented that the quality was
fresher prior to Christmas (when supplied by Castlemilk Co-op).

•

As such, a small number of Head Teachers had contacted their supplier directly to
complain, and were consequently offered a new batch together with a discount on their
next order.

"It's wide and varied"

"They give us what we ask.for which is fine"

"The quality is very good"

"The quality was better from the Co-op" (Castle milk)

Market Research Scotland Ltd

GGHB
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4.5.2

•

Supplier

The majority of respondents were aware of who actually supplies the fruit, with
respondents in the Clydebank area tending to have lower awareness (as ordered centrally
via Edinbarnet).

•

Again, similar to parental responses, the supplier was of little interest to respondents,
with their only concern being one of high quality.

•

Only one respondent would prefer to have a local supplier, to allow for good working
relationships.

H

C

•

Almost all of the nurseries involved in the pilot project also had fruit delivered from
other sources, especially for the children's snack time. Other sources included: local
shop/fruiterer, school kitchen (if nursery attached to school), with a small number of
respondents purchasing fruit themselves from local outlets.

"fl doesn 't matter who supplies the fruit, as long as it's fresh"

"As long as there isn't a middle man taking a profit off of it"

"I like to be able to know the supplier"

Market Researc h Scot land Ltd

GGHB
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4.6

Charges

4.6.1 Financial Banking

•

There was high awareness amongst respondents as to the vanous stages of Health
Promotion Department funding .

•

The majority would like the scheme to continue in the future on a self-funding basis,
however , it was thought the situation would have to be assessed and monitored nearer the
time.

•

Suggestions made to aid self-funding included the following:

a. Involvemen t of local primary schools , to help reduce delivery costs.
b. Increa se the price of the fruit (however, not overly keen on having to do this).

"It can be successfitl se(f-fimding, as long as the prices with the Co-op are maintained "

"I don't want the parents to think the nursery are trying to make a profit out of the scheme"

"Primary schools could become involved"

"You would have to talk with other heads within nurser ies ... ... I don' t know (f it could be
discussed at a heads meeting "

"We will have to look at it in the future . We don 't want to make a loss"

Ma rket Resea rch Scot land Ltd
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4.6.2

•

Cost Per Item

The cost of 12p per item was thought to be a good and fair price, however, the cost has
been increased to 15p in a number of nurseries .

•

Many respondents felt that 12p was difficult to manage (e.g. when giving change), and
was not always good value for money (e.g. small tangerines , banana ' s etc).

•

Again, there was some reluctance amongst staff members to comment on the price at
which the fruit would be too much. The general consensus was that the price would have
to remain below current shop prices, so as to give the impression of "a bargain". A small
number of respondents commented that 15p would be too much , others believed 20p to
be the limit.

"I 2p is very good for the price of ji-uit"

"I 2p was a bit ofa nuisance"

"ff the .fi·1titprices

became over shop prices, it ivould be too much"

"Anything more than 20p would be too much. I would increase it to I 5p, but that would not
be for a while "

Mnrket Researc h Scot lmtd Ltd

GGHB
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Improvements to the Project

4.7

•

The promotion of a similar scheme in local primary schools was thought by many to be
an overall improvement to the scheme.

•

The vast majority would like to have more parental involvement, with the suggestion
being made to offer parents an 'incentive' or 'reward' for their help (not necessarily a
monetary reward).

•

Many would like to have more space available to help promote and sell the fruit, and to
reduce congestion.

•

A number of respondents would like to have the fruit on sale on a daily basis . However,
this was not considered practical or viable in a number of nurseries .

•

The introduction of a similar 'vege table initiative' was thought by a small number to be a
possible improvement.

However, this was met with a mixed response, as some staff

members believed that this would only add to their overall workload.

•

Finally, the introduction of more unusual fruits (e.g. by way of samples) could be a
possible improvement.

"It could be on sale more than once a week. Managing volunteers may be difficult"
"Should promote it in primary schoo ls"
"Must have parental impr ovement!"
"Cou ld promote it more"
"J think a vegetable initiative would be good"

"ff it continues to run with I he transport paid, that would be excellent!"
"More space is needed "
"Should offer some sort of incentive for 'workers'"

Market Research Scotland Ltd

GGHB
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5.

SUMMARY

5.1

Parents

•

All perceived the mam mm of the scheme was to encourage healthy eating amongst
children at a young age.

•

There was little awareness amongst parents as to GGHB's involvement.

•

A number of parents were already involved in the scheme (e.g. selling, washing and
cutting the fruit).

•

All parents believed that the scheme was very worthwhile to the children and the parents.

•

The general perception was that the selection could be improved in a number of the
nursenes.

•

The quality of the fruit was thought to be very good.

•

Overall, the supplier is of little interest, as long as the fruit is of high quality.

•

Times at which the fruit was on sale varied from one day a week, to everyday.

•

Many parents would like the fruit to be on sale more often.

•

Several respondents commented that their children are now eating more fruit than ever
before.

•

More parental involvement is required.

•

The depth of backing from the nursery and information provision to parents differed
between the nurseries.

•

The general belief was that the Head Teacher had the lead role within each nursery.

Market Res ear ch Scot land Ltd
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•

It was considered important to have paren tal input when ordering the fruit.

•

Parents should be responsible for selling (e.g. on a rota system ).

•

A sharp increase in price, or a fall in quality would affect parents level of support.

•

Parents had no awareness as to how the project was being financed .

•

Sponsorship by local supermarkets, fundraising and fruit collections were all thought to
be ways in which the project could be self-funded .

•

The price of the fruit was thought to be good value.

•

In general, parents would be prepared to pay between 15p and 20p (depending on the size
of the fruit , the season and local shop prices) .

•

Better promotion, a vegetable scheme , improved layout/presentation,

involvement

primary school and staff backing were all considered to be possible improvements.

Ma rket Research Scotl and Ltd
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of

5.2

•

Staff

Head Teachers predominantly had a "supervisory role" over parents and other staff
members.

•

The vast majority would like more parents to become involved (as crucial to success of
scheme).

•

Washing, cutting and bagging of the fruit are the most time consuming factors.

•

The main aim was thought to be the encouragement and education of healthy eating
amongst children.

•

Only a small number of Head Teachers were responsible for actually selling the fruit , or
preparing the fruit for sale.

•

Staff considered the Health Promotion Department to be 'facil itators ' .

•

The scheme was thought to be of great value to both the children and parents by staff
members.

•

The interaction between the Health Promotion Department, the nursery and the supplier
has worked well, with good communication.

•

In the main, a staff member had the ' lead' role.

•

Input from parents would be advantageous for ordering and selling.

•

Support from the Health Promotion Department was considered to be very important
(even after financial support is removed).

•

Too much staff time , a decrease in the quality of the fruit, or an increase in delivery costs
would all affect level of support in the future.

Market Resea rch Scot land Ltd
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•

In genera l, qua lity and selection are very good .

•

The supplier is of little interest , as long as quality is high , and prices competitiv e.

•

Almost all of the nurseries had fruit delivered from other sources for ' snack time ' (e.g.
local shop, school kitchen) .

•

High awareness of the various stages of Health Promotion Department funding.

•

The involvement of local pnmary schools or an mcrease m the pnce of fruit were
suggested to aid self-funding.

•

Majority would like the scheme to continue in the future , however , will have to assess
situation in time.

•

12p thought to be a good price, with the cost rising to 15p in a number of nurseries.

•

12p difficult to manage .

•

15p to 20p was considered to be "too much".

•

The involvement of prima ry schools , more parental involvement, more space, a vegetabl e
scheme and the introduction of more unusual fruits were all considered to be possibl e
improvements .

Market Research Scot land Ltd
GGHB
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APPENDIX

Copy of Discussion Guides
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NUTRITION IN NURSERIES - DRAFT TOPIC GUIDE (STAFF) (JL0187)

Introduction

Thank respondent for their time
Brief explanation c?fthe background to the project and the research process
Assurance of cm!ftdentiality
Recap (briefly) on other aspect c?fthe research (e.g. recent questionnaires to stqff and
parents)

Involvement With the Project

When did you become involved with the pilot project?
What has your role heen to date 'l
How appropriate is this role to you and others involved?
Is there anyone else whom this type of role is more relevant to?
Do you perceive your role changing in time 'l
In what way? (more or less responsibility or commitment)
How much time and resources have you given to this prqject so jar - each day/each
week?
ls that an acceptahle amount c?ftime?

Attitudes Towards/Concept of the Scheme

What do you perceive the aims c!f this prc?ject to he 'l
What is your understandinrz qf the role or responsihilities c?l
-staff
-parents
- the health promotion department?
How worthwhile and valuable is thejruit pilot project as it stand'>to:
- children (prohe reasons why)
- parents (prohe reasons why)
- staff? ( prohe reasons why)

'Working Relationships & Involvement of Parents

Has there heen any involvement in the scheme.from parents to date? - if so, what?
What ;,1volvement,

ff any, do you.feel parents could qffer?

How well have the:

~ Hea lth Promotion Department
~ the nurse,y
~ and local.fruit supp lier interacted on an iriformal basis?

·what have heen the advantages and disadvantages of the interaction between the
Healt h Promotion Depa rtment, the nursery and the local fru it supp lier?

Ownership of Scheme

A t present, is there any individuahvho is taking the 'lead' role in the scheme at your
nursery?
Do you think that there shou ld he one individua l or group which takes a lead role
hav ing overa ll respons ibility?
Is so, which one? Ulhy?
Who should be respo nsible.fo r

a)

Financ ial aspe ct

h)

Ordering

c)

Selling

Ho w impor tan t is the supp ort.from the Health Promotion Dep artment?
Would yo u like the proj ect to continue, even qft.er the HPD suppor t us withdrawn?
What.fa ctors would qfl ect yo ur level ci support to scheme in the.fi,ture ?
(e.g resourc es, time constraints, other commitme nts, overall resp onsibility)

Fru it
Do you think that the selection of fruit available 1s satisfactory,

or could it be

improved?
Ho w satisfied have you been to date with the quality of the fruit?
How satisfied

have you been with the delivery

of the fruit to date ? - what

impro vements (if an y) could be made ?
Does it matter w ho the supplier is, or where they are based?
Does the nursery have fruit supplied from any other source?

Charges

At pre sent, how ;s the proj ect being financed ? (Probe mvareness of HPD funding)
Wo11ldyou like the project to continue, even after financial support from HPD ;s
wUhdrawn?
Do you believe that the project can be succes .~ful on a self-funding basis? - why?

ff ye s
Jn what way? How? (e.g. a) probe idea of increasing price to cover
de/ive1y cost, h) probe idea qf introduction qf prima, y schools /other
outlets to reduce delive1y cost?)
Is the cost qf l 2p per item too much, too little or about right? - (tf too much or too
little, what do they believe to be a reasonable price?)
At what cost per item do you believe it becomes too much?
Co11ldit he increased to - 15p ?, 20p?, 25p?

Improvements To The Project

Are there any particular improvements or changes which you think might improve the
effectiveness of the project a) within yo11rnursery, b) to the project overall

Other Comments

Are there any other comments which yo11wo11ld like to make regarding the project

NUTRITION IN NURSERIES - DRAFT TOPIC GUIDE (PARENTS) (JL0187)

Introduction

Thank respondents.for their time
Br;ef explanation of the background to the project and the research process
Assurance of cm?/;dentiality
Recap (briefly) on other aspect qf the research (e.g. recent questionnaires to staff and
parents) - only a small proportion will have completed the questionnaire

General Fruit Purchasing Habits

How often in an average week do you buy.fresh.fruit.for your famify?(from any outlet)
How regularly does your child (or children) usually eatfreshfmit?
What type qffhtit do your children eat most qften?

Attitudes Towards/Concept of the Scheme

What do you th;nk the a;ms qf this project to be?
How appropriate /inappropriate are those aims?
Who is he hind the scheme?
What is your understanding of the role or responsibilities of
- staff
- parents (?f any)
- the health promotion department !GGHB

Ofany)

- any local organisations involved (e.g. in provision<!/ fruit)
How worthwhile is thefmit pilot project as it stands to:
- children (prohe reasons why)
- parents (prohe reasons why)
- stqff? ( prohe reasons why)

Fruit Within Nursery

Do you ever buyfndt at the nurse1y? Ijso, how often?
Do you th;nk that the selection of fruit available is satisfactory, or could ;r be
improved?
•How sati.~fiedhave you been to date with the quality qf the fruit?
Are you aware as to who actually supplies the.fruit?
Are the times at which the fruit is sold suitable to yourse(f?
Does it matter who the supplier is, or where they are based?
What do you consider to be the main advantages and disadvantages of the scheme?
What effect, tf any, has the project had on you children's eating habits?

Working Relationships & Involvement of Parents

Have any qf you actually been involved in the project to date? - ff so, what?
What involvement, tf any, do you.feel parents could offer?
How we 11have the stqff at the nurse1y t11formedyou about the scheme?

Ownership of Scheme

At present, is there any individual who is taking the 'lead' role in the scheme at your
child's nurse,y?
Do you think that there should he one individual or group which takes a lead role
having overall responsihility?
ls so, which one? Why?
Who should he responsihlefor

a)

Financial aspect

h)

Ordering

c)

Selling

Who do you think was responsible.for setting up the scheme?
What.factors would qffect your level of support to scheme in thefuture?
(e.g. resources, time constraints, other commitments, overall responsibility)

Charges

At present, are any of you cnvare as to how the project is being .financed? (If
unaware, moderator to give explanation of backing from GGHB: Health Promotion
- non profit making/subsidised

Role of HPD wa.i to get project up and running,

never their intention to keep funding project)
Do you helieve that the project can he succes.~ful on a se{f:funding basis? - why? how?
ls the cost of l 2p per item too much, too little or about right? - (tf too much or too
little, what do they believe to be a reasonable price?)
At what cost per item do you helieve it becomes too much?
Could it be increased to - 15p ?, 20p?, 25p? (will still be non profit making)

Improvements To The Proiect

Are there any particular improvements or changes which you think might improve the
effectiveness of the project a) within your nurse,y, b) to the project overall
Would you like to see the project continue?

Other Comments

Are there any other comments which you would like to make regarding the project?

